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Bill Gates investments... - posted by rookie (), on: 2007/7/14 20:08
Bill Gates invested 26 million in a company which produces online homosexual pornography...

Listen to this report by pafamily.org radio program called Heartbeat...

http://pafamily.org/_files/Heartbeat_07_14_07.mp3

Bill Gates and Warren Buffet are stringent supporters of Planned Parenthood and other humanists causes.  

In Christ
Jeff

Re: Bill Gates investments... - posted by ginnyrose (), on: 2007/7/18 12:21
So the ungodly are working hard to eliminate people via of population control, using dubious methods.... So ah reckon, it
remains up to us Christians to have large families to fill in the gap! Actually, I have noticed how God is doing this without 
any help from people: have you noticed how people who have persistently defied God are not reproducing? or have just 
a few children? Their kind will eventualy die out. Sure there are exceptions...but I do not recall hearing of infertility being 
as rampant in the old days like it is today.

Now I will have to find a link that tells us how the experts are worried by the lack of population growth which cannot sust
ain a social infrastructure that supports life as we know of it today. It has many experts concerned. If I recall the only nati
ons measuiring any population growth  is the USA and the Arabic countries. Think a tad bit: what will the world look like i
n 30 years if this trend continues? The predominate race will be Arabic....

So what are Bill Gates and Warren Buffett trying to accomplish? If their plan succeeds there will be fewer people to buy t
heir computers and software....
 
ginnyrose

Re:, on: 2007/7/18 12:37
Contrary to popular belief Bill Gates and Warrren Buffet don't have all the answers. I'm not sure they even know what th
e question is. But God is in control and just as we were totally dependant upon our parents when we were small children
, not knowing that the bills actually had to be paid for and how and even though we had no idea the process in which our
parents provided for us. So we must have a dependancy on the Lord for all we don't understand and the same childlike f
aith in HIM and be about HIS purposes.

Re:, on: 2007/7/18 13:17
I've been involved in another thread about Christian music where it has been stated that we should avoid musical styles l
ike rock music because it originated in the world. (Nevermind that praise and worship music is nothing more than soft ro
ck)

(By the way, the issue isnt lyrics, it's certain styles of music that some claim are inherently evil with or without lyrics)

So, if we apply this logic to this article about Bill Gates... shouldnt we, as believers, get rid of our computers? There is no
t a single computer on the face of the earth that doesnt have some sort of program on it that Bills Gates doesnt get the p
rofit from.

Henry Ford was a racist and hated Jews, which is a documented fact. He even wrote several books about the world's gr
eatest enemy: The Jew. So lets apply this logic to automobiles too.

Krispy
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Re: - posted by Santana (), on: 2007/7/18 14:11
I heard a rumor that the KKK owns some of snapple. Does that mean we stop drinking snapple?

If we were to ban everything non-Christians produce, make, sell, etc. we would have nothing! I am typing this post
thanks to Bill Gates, lol.

Krispy, off the subject. Lets say the origin of something has the opposite effect. Take the word a--. (3-letter word for
donkey.) I don't ever say it because the world has polluted the word a-- and in my my mind is now a curse word. Before I
got saved I used that word over a million times as a filth word. 

But the origin of it is good and pure.  

Re:, on: 2007/7/18 15:27
Where do we draw the line in buying material things that are owned by persons who don't fit the Christian bill? There is
bound to be at least one homosexual/lesbian that owns a share in these companies, do we stop wearing clothes, stop
eating, and driving cars because an investor is a fornicator? We may step into a Taxi and never know that the person
driving is a pedophile, but we pay him for services rendered. The only scripture that comes to mind regarding all this is: 
Quote:
-------------------------1 Corinthians 10:25 Whatsoever is sold in the shambles, that eat, asking no question for conscience sake:
-------------------------

Re:, on: 2007/7/18 15:31
I think in the book of Hezekiah it says something about Christians can only drink milk from Christian cows... I dont know t
he exact quote.

Krispy

Re:, on: 2007/7/18 15:34
I find it quite hypocritical, sad and prophetic that we would even dare mention what the world does with their money... wh
en we will go right down and support our local "christian" bookstore that sells books by Joel Osteen, Joyce meyer and Ri
ck Warren...

oh yes I did go there.

In Christ-  Jim

edit* this is not a personal attack on anyone, but is meant for everyones consideration.

Re: - posted by Santana (), on: 2007/7/18 16:42

Quote:
-------------------------when we will go right down and support our local "christian" bookstore that sells books by Joel Osteen, Joyce meyer and Rick Warr
en...
-------------------------

No he didn't go there!

Quote:
-------------------------oh yes I did go there.
-------------------------
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lol, i agree.

Re:, on: 2007/7/18 16:53
Jim Jim Jim... amen.

Krispy

Re:, on: 2007/7/18 17:35
And the title of the books would be.

Teaming up with the environmentalist.

Dave said I could.

You are never gonna have any problems.

That was not meant harmful either just trying to create a little humor. 

Re: - posted by Warrior4Jah (), on: 2007/7/18 19:15

Quote:
-------------------------There is not a single computer on the face of the earth that doesnt have some sort of program on it that Bills Gates doesnt get the p
rofit from.
-------------------------

Perhaps we can avoid that by using Linux/openoffice combo. :)

Re:, on: 2007/7/18 20:35
Margeret Sanger again, was into population control and theosophy.

So is Bill.  One of Sangers protocols for planned parenthood was promoting homosexuality to cut back on births.  So has
Bill.

Most everything on this news section has to do with "global de-population".

I'll just post one here.

http://www.industryinet.com/~ruby/political_medical_agenda.html

Re: - posted by Tears_of_joy, on: 2007/7/18 20:44

Quote:
-------------------------Krispy wrote:
So, if we apply this logic to this article about Bill Gates... shouldnt we, as believers, get rid of our computers? There is not a single computer on the fac
e of the earth that doesnt have some sort of program on it that Bills Gates doesnt get the profit from.
-------------------------

Krispy, just a correction. This is not so. There are many using Linux, you can do almost everything with it. I have used it i
n my work and have it now on my computer. Few close brothers are using Linux. Actually, most of the servers on which I
nternet Network is build are on Unix based systems. 
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